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GU COACH’S
CORNER
TREBA DAVIS - HATTIESBURG & WIGGINS
BLACKBELT UNDER PROFESSOR RAFAEL ELLWANGER

GETTING TO KNOW OUR LEADERS
Professor Treba, besides being a GU BJJ Team
Jucao Owner/Professor, what do you do for a
living?
• I am the General Manager at Anytime Fitness Wiggins,
Owner and Head Instructor of GU-Team Jucão Hattiesburg
and GU-Team Jucão Wiggins and currently seeking the
Office of Stone County Circuit Clerk.

Tell us a little about your family.
• I have been married to my husband, Dave, for 29 years.
We live on the farm where I was raised and have 1 son and
3 amazing grandsons. I come from a large family with 6
siblings and I have several nieces and nephews and great
nieces and great nephews.

Why did you begin training Jiu Jitsu?
• I was invited to a seminar instructed by Prof. Rafael
Ellwanger. I had never experienced martial arts of any kind
and the seminar was amazing! I fell in love with Jiu Jitsu
and started training for fun!

How has Jiu Jitsu affected your life?
• Jiu Jitsu has brought so many positives to my life... I
have grown so much as a person since I began
training Jiu Jitsu in 2006. I’m more self confident,
more disciplined and I am a much stronger person
mentally and physically. Sharing Jiu Jitsu with others
gives me an amazing sense of accomplishment and I
have made so many wonderful friends that I consider
family. But most importantly.... Jiu Jitsu makes me
better at life!

How has GU South MS helped the community in
Hattiesburg and Wiggins?
• It’s given both communities a family friendly place to share
time with each other or by oneself.... our program helps
foster a healthy lifestyle as well as build great character
qualities...... it’s an indoor sport so it can be done all year
round.

What's your favorite Jiu Jitsu technique or
position?
• There is so much amazing Jiu Jitsu, always so much more
to learn... I’m not sure I have a favorite technique or
position but I do like top half guard and chokes.

Why do you think Jiu Jitsu is important for kids &
families?
• When you watch a child, who is very timid and reserved,
blossom into a confident, eager to learn, fun loving young
person interacting with teammates, it is obvious why Jiu
Jitsu is important for kids. Jiu Jitsu builds character, it gives
structure and teaches discipline. It builds self confidence
and strength... mental and physical... all of which helps you
deal with whatever life brings your way.

What advice would you give someone just starting
their Jiu Jitsu Journey?
• I would tell them to enjoy the journey.... to enjoy every
aspect of their training. I would emphasize the importance
of fundamentals and advise them to be open to instruction
and correction. I would tell them to look for small
improvements along the way because the small
improvements come together to make their overall game
better. I would tell them to be patient and train smart!
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Xavier University
June 22, 2019
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HOW TO
REGISTER
WITH THE ...
TO COMPETE IN ANY IBJJF EVENT
YOU MUST REGISTER WITH THE
FEDERATION
As of 2019 everyone is required to register to compete in
IBJJF events. This is much more than a click and your
registered. You have to provide accurate information, belt
ranking, Professor data, have it verifed and send in a picture
along with the payment. This could be approved as quickly
as a couple days, or last a couple weeks.

4.
Please wait for your documents to be approved.
Once all of your documents have been approved, you will
receive an email with instructions on how to complete the
online payment for membership.
5. You can make your membership payment by credit
card.
6. You will receive your membership card in your mail.
Your membership card will be sent through the mail. The
delivery time will depend on the postal service in your
region/area.

First go to the IBJJF website...

Welcome to the International Brazilian
Jiu-Jitsu Federation!
You will then select your country. Remember this is the
Federation for the entire world...not just the United States.
Then you will go to a step by step process that will not allow
you to advance until finished/complete
1.

Click the button below to register.
"Membership Request Button"

2. Fill in your information and request your membership.
If you have already registered, click on “Update your
academy and /or promotion” review your data and edit any
necessary information.
* If it is your first membership, you will receive an email with
your login and password information.
3.
Send the requested documents online. Upload all
requested documents in order to complete your
membership registration.
* We remind you that your request will only be analyzed after
all documents are submitted. The usual time frame for
review is within 5 days.
Professor Rafael approves
electronically.
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TRAVEL

How Many GU Team Jucao Academies
have you visited?
With our family growing and having established
Academies throughout the Gulf Coast there are
plenty of diverse BJJ games you can experience.
Training at different locations gives you a different
pace, but with the same team feel. This month we
will feature our Louisiana Academies.

REGULAR CLASSES 5 DAYS A WEEK MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY WITH OPEN MATS ON FRIDAYS,
SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS

Learning from a
Professor or
Instructors…guard
pass or favorite
submission

Getting competition
rolls in with
teammates that you
have not rolled with
before, that do not
know your game, nor
do you know theirs.
While each Academy
is different, we are all
GU Team Jucao and
the safe family
atmosphere is shared
throughout.

60

T E A M J U C AO
ACADEMIES

There are over 60 Academies around the world
for our team… how many can you visit?

Louisiana
GU HEADQUARTERS - HAMMOND/PONCHATOULA

2019 Challenge to see who can make the most visits to the different
GU Team Jucao Academies.
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ALEXANDRIA
AMITE
ASCENSION
BATON ROUGE
BAYOU LAFOURCHE GALLIANO
BAYOU LAFOURCHE THIBODAUX
CHALMETTE
COVINGTON/MADISONVILLE
FRANKLINTON

LACOMBE
LAPLACE
LEESVILLE
MANDEVILLE
PLAQUEMINE
RED RIVER
SLIDELL
SOUTH BATON ROUGE
WALKER

Brody's Journey... Through Jiu-Jitsu
Our son, Brody, was diagnosed with autism in the
summer of 2011. Since there is no cure for autism, the
only option is to treat the symptoms. Brody’s days
revolved around therapy. For 40
hours per week, his life consisted of Applied Behavior
Analysis, physical, occupational, and speech therapy. He
desperately needed physical activity, social interaction,
and sensory integration.
Brody was non-verbal until age 4. He communicated
by using sign language and pictures. At age 6, Brody’s
vocabulary was around 75- 100 words compared to
2600 for his neurotypical peers. Brody’s sensory
systems were constantly overloaded. Too much or too
little information caused him severe stress and anxiety.
Unable to manage ordinary situations of sights, sounds
or touch along with the inability to communicate this
discomfort, Brody would meltdown. Autistic
meltdowns are not normal, manipulative temper
tantrums. They are genuine signs of severe
distress that are more emotional, longer lasting and
almost impossible to manage.
Based on a referral, I walked into the lobby of Gracie
United – Team Jucao/Ascension and met Professor
Robbie Gautreaux. For 30 minutes, Robbie and I
discussed Brody’s history, behaviors
and tendencies in order to assess whether or not jiujitsu would be beneficial. I recited every reason we
have been rejected from ‘There aren’t enough coaches
to provide the 1-0n-1 that Brody requires’ to ‘I don’t
have experience coaching autistic kids’. Robbie’s
reply was, “Let’s put him on the mat and see how it
goes.” No promises, just hope. Once you have hope,
anything is
possible.
Jiu Jitsu class is very structured which is ideal for
Brody. Brody performs better when he knows what is
expected of him. In class, there is the warm-up,
technique and rolls. In addition, there
are rules at Professor Robbie’s gym which must be
followed. Students shake Professor Robbie’s hand
when entering gym, bow on/off the mat and they
thank their partner for making them
better.
Jiu-jitsu’s built-in sign language was the perfect
mechanism for enabling him to participate in a team
sport while being on a communication-oriented level
playing field with his peers for the first time in his life.

INSPIRATIONAL INSIDER

ROBBIE GAUTREAUX

I began to notice if Brody’s partner did something
incorrectly, he would take their hand or foot and place it
in the proper position. Jiu Jitsu allowed him to
communicate without language.
I won’t always be there to protect Brody and the world
is not a sensory friendly environment. He has to learn to
control how he responds to a situation even when he is
uncomfortable. Jiu Jitsu has trained Brody to calm down
and think in very uncomfortable situations. Now, he
rarely has to be redirected. Even though he may not be
looking at the coaches, we’ve found that he sees and
hears everything that is being demonstrated. The coaches
continually pushed him to his breaking point and he has
excelled at rising to this challenge.
Jiu-Jitsu has significantly improved every symptom of
Brody’s autism. It is hard to imagine that the kid on the
mat helping coach the younger kid’s class was once nonverbal. He often leads his class through warm-ups and
drills and has become the self-appointed tour guide when
a new student attends a class. Unexpectedly, the greatest
attribute Brody has demonstrated in
jiu-jitsu is his ability to make everyone around him better.
Because of Brody’s literal understanding of words,
Professor Robbie’s directions have become short, simple
and more specific. He gives one direction at a time and
ensures that it is easy to follow. Brody’s confidence has
grown exponentially due to his positive, consistent
instruction.
There are times when Brody struggles to speak a
complete sentence or his speech becomes repetitive. His
jiu-jitsu teammates engage him in conversation and listen
patiently when he struggles to reply.
It has been 3 years since I walked into the lobby of
Gracie United – Team Jucao/Ascension and met
Professor Robbie Gautreaux. I’m a 44 year old white belt
and never expected to be standing on this mat. I’m in
disbelief when I hear my name called to receive my 1st
stripe promotion. As I express gratitude to my
teammates through the ranks, I’m enthusiastically
reminded how this journey started. Standing behind the
blue belts, Brody was allowed to attend the adult lunch
class today and is doing his best to contain his
excitement. Taking a knee, I refuse to tap out of this jiujitsu hug as he shouts, “I’m so proud of you Daddy”.
Brody, Thank you for making me better.
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PROFESSOR JUCAO
SEMINAR
April 8th - 14th Professor Jucao
will host Seminars at various GUTeam Jucao Academies

LOUISIANA CLASSIC
April 27 Lafayette, Louisiana

IBJJF ATLANTA OPEN
May 4 Atlanta, Georgia

PROFESSOR SEAN DAVITT
May 8th - 11th Professor Seam
will host Judo Seminars at various
GU-Team Jucao Academies

IBJJF DENVER OPEN
May 18-19 Gi and NoGi
Denver, Colorado

JUNE

22

IBJJF NEW ORLEANS OPEN
June 22 Xavier University
New Orleans, Louisiana

GU | TEAM
JUCAO GEAR
TRAINING GEAR SOLD AT ALL ACADEMIES

‘19

NEW ARRIVALS OF GU
TEAM JUCAO GEAR
From BJJ Gi to Grappling Rash
guards to Striking Gear to Bags…
everything to keep you up to date
in the BJJ Lifestyle

Team Jucao BJJ
T-shirt
$25

Fuji Women Gi Jucao
Edition - Teal
$140

Jucao Adult Gi
$140

GU United Strong
Rash guard
$45

Ranked Team Jucao
Rash guard
$45

NoGi Shorts
$45

Optime odores eam rea jam aliquo rum unquam passim vulgus. Quin hac dico quo sit meis.
Company Name
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The dreaded Jiu Jitsu Belt Knot
HOW TO CORRECTLY TIE YOUR BELT, KEEPING YOUR COACH FROM
LOOKING AT YOU WEIRD.

START LEARNING
THE MOST
COMMON
PORTUGUESE
PHRASES
Portuguese is a fascinating
and melodic language that is
thought to be the most happy
language in the world. So,
why not learn a few basic
Por tuguese phrases and
expressions to enhance your
general knowledge and
become happier in the
process?

TOP 5
PORTUGUESE
SENTENCES IN BJJ
YOU SHOULD
KNOW

In our article last month we
took general sentences and
broke them down for you. In
this section we will begin to
cover the common
terminology used during Brazilian Jiu Jitsu events. With
all of us immersed in this beautiful martial art known as
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu we wanted to take some time to dive
into some of the culture surrounding our wonderful art and
lifestyle.

3. fecha a guarda

TOP 5
1. pega as costas
While transitioning from Mount position and your
opponent goes belly down, giving you the back. You may
hear this "pega as costas" as it means Take the BACK!

In a wild scramble when you end up on the bottom,
you may hear fecha a guarda, as it means "Close the
Guard."

4. barato
You may hear this while attempting a wrist or ankle
lock. As this word means "Cheap" in Portuguese.
Remember there are no cheap moves in BJJ, all need to
be defended and/or attacked.

2. joelho na barriga

5. bota pra dormir

One of Professor Rafael's favorite positions... Knee on
Belly is "joelho na barriga" in Portuguese.

While this term is not a phrase heard frequently, it is
something interesting to hear. The term bota pra dormir
means "Put to Sleep."
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BUY
LOCAL
Local Businesses owned by
GU | Team Jucao Members
We want to highlight and share how
proud we are and support our team on
and off the mats

Tacos & Beer
Address: 201 E Thomas St, Hammond, LA
70401

Blackened Brew
Address: 112 W Thomas St, Hammond, LA
70401

The Shack
Address: 1204 W 21st Ave, Covington, LA
70433
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THREE
HAMMOND/COVINGTON
AREA RESTAURANTS

GU TEAM JUCAO
BRAZILIAN JIU JITSU

